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Dear Dodge Middle School Families, 

Needless to say, we are in unprecedented times.  Never before have we experienced this level of disruption to 
our daily lives for such an extended period of time.   

We are in a peacetime state of emergency.  This has happened due to so many things out of our control. It has 
disrupted the lives of every single one of us in ways that are very personal. The information we receive daily 
seems to cause us the need to be flexible and adapt our very thoughtful plans.  This will require us to be 
nimble, flexible, creative, and communicate in unique ways.  We can’t think of staff or students anywhere that 
is more poised to do this work together.  The amazing, innovative work you have accomplished in the past will 
influence what happens as we move forward for however long we need to.   

When we think about the needs of adolescents we know they crave routine, have a desire for strong 
connections and work best in structured environments.  This is even more true as our state moves towards 
social distancing and isolation with complex variables that impact every family differently. In the past, we 
have utilized flexible learning days due to planned professional development and weather emergencies. While 
flexible learning days work well for short closures, we felt the need for more structure in order to ensure our 
students are engaged in learning. 

We are planning for school to resume via distance learning beginning March 30, 2020.  We have created a 
Farmington Middle School Distance Learning Model because we believe it positions us best to support 
those needs of adolescents that crave routine, have a desire for strong connections and work best in 
structured environments.   

We are implementing a consistent, across the district three-day rotation that consists of: 
 

Three Day Rotation 

Day 1:  Distance Learning   (Day A for the Middle Schools) 

Day 2:  Distance Learning   (Day B for the Middle Schools) 

Day 3:  Distance Learning Check In 

 

The first two days of the model designate dedicated times for teachers to connect with their rostered classes. 
The 3-day rotation and the dedicated times support routine and structured environments.   There is 
tremendous flexibility for how learning is designed during the designated times on the schedule.  The “Less is 
More” mantra is so important as we consider our distance learning model and the commitments and 
pressures that all of our families will experience.  We also know that our teaching staff are taking on this 
approach with their own pressures as well.  Many teachers have little children that they have a responsibility 
to tend to their personal needs and educational needs as well. There is no one way this will look like or feel 
like....patience and understanding are key from all of us. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rYylq6egli-XVnOS84-UJMNvU5KEJAon1Pw5fBf77Hg/edit#gid=1986337737
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rYylq6egli-XVnOS84-UJMNvU5KEJAon1Pw5fBf77Hg/edit#gid=1986337737
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Know that we will do everything we can to support you and your family now and into the future.  Now, more 
than ever, the three words that guide our daily interactions at Dodge Middle School apply even more 
deeply:  COMMUNITY.  EMPATHY.  PURPOSE. 

We have created a Distance Learning Google Site to be the primary stop for parents/guardians/care 
takers.  We wanted to consolidate information to assist our DMS Families. Please take some time to navigate 
the various resources and bookmark it for future access.  

CLICK BELOW to access the Distance Learning Google Site: 

https://sites.google.com/isd192.org/distance-learning-at-dodge/home 

This will also be bookmarked on our DMS Website and sent to students via Schoology.  

Please feel free to contact me at any time at my direct number:  651.460.1502 or 
cbussmann@farmington.k12.mn.us . We will get through this as a community of thriving learners.  

 

 

Best, 

Chris Bussmann, Principal 
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